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Spoiler: four key Q&A
− What is going on?

· Silence before (another) storm (?)
− What is the issue? 

· Affordability
− What are the current interventions in EU power markets?

· Not great, but could be worse
− What are the lessons for the future?

· Consumer protection needed to avoid shooting the messenger
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What is going on? 



It is first and foremost a gas-crisis
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±7  % of imports 
via two routes



It is first and foremost a gas-crisis
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CEEPR conference in Brussels
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Ukraine invasion

Ø Yesterday: TTF at 34.7 $/MMBTU
= 113.9 €/MWh

Ø >5 times HH yesterday (6.2
$/MMBTU= 20.3 €/MWh )

Ø >6 times the average TTF price
between 2014-2020 (17 €/MWh)

Ø Yesterday: TTF Cal ’23 at 117 €/MWh
& Cal ’25 at 66 € /MWh



Electricity markets got “contaminated”

Source: ENTSO-E Transparency Platform                                                                                           *Data until November 15, 2022 6
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What is the issue? 



What is the issue? Affordability
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• Is there another way to solve the 
affordability issue other than 
capturing “unexpected” income?
− It does not look like
• The largest profits are in the gas 

market
− Big issue: a large share of the “unexpected” 

income is made outside Europe and cannot be 
captured
· Unless…intervention in the gas market

What to do now to survive? 

• Intervening in the gas market: Affordability vs scarcity trade-of
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Finding a scapegoat: the spot power market

“This market system does not work 
anymore. We have to reform it. We have 

to adapt it to the new realities of 
dominant renewables”
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What are the current 
interventions in EU power 

markets?



•Three groups of interventions in power markets:
− Intervene in the short-term price setting (e.g., price cap, Iberian exception)
− Intervene in the revenues of inframarginal generators (e.g., revenue cap, CfD)
− Intervene in the income of inframarginal generators (“Tax”)

• Interventions in the revenues of inframarginal generators seems 
to be the political preference (at least at EU-level)
• However, also increasing support intervening in the price 
setting: bad idea

What to do now to survive (part 2)?

Less 
interference

Less legal 
obstacles
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The Iberian exception: subsidizing bids 
of fossil-fuel generators above a certain cap

Price 
[€/MWh]

Capacity [MW]

DemandProducer surplus

Cleared 
demand 2

Supply

Clearing 
price 2

Increased operating costs marginal unit 
but not shown fully in the price

Subsidy fossil-
fuel based plant

Cleared demand 2 > Cleared demand 1
Source: Eicke et al. (2022)
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Consumer surplus

Levy

Price 
[€/MWh]

Capacity [MW]

Demand

Producer surplus

Cleared 
demand 2

Consumer surplus

Increase operating 
costs marginal plant

Supply

Clearing 
price 2

Increased operating costs marginal 
unit (gas-fired generation)

Cleared 
demand 1

Clearing 
price 1



•Three groups of interventions in power markets:
− Intervene in the short-term price setting (e.g., price cap, Iberian exception)
− Intervene in the revenues of inframarginal generators (e.g., revenue cap, CfD)
− Intervene in the income of inframarginal generators (“Tax”)

• Interventions in the revenues of inframarginal generators seems 
to be the political preference (at least at EU-level)
• Such interventions could mimic a tax but careful design needed

What to do now to survive (part 2)?

Less 
interference
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Less legal 
obstacles



The EU revenue cap in power markets
• Scope: revenues from electricity sales 

from inframarginal units
• Duration: 1 December 2022 to 30 June 2023
• Level: Max. 180 €/MWh
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• Implementation issues:
o Dealing with existing long-term contracts
o Keep incentives in check when spot prices > cap
o Arbitrage between power markets



• Any intervention in the price setting impacts all consumers and needs to be 
directly accompanied by demand reduction measures

• Interventions in revenue and income allow to differentiate support among 
end users

What to do with captured “excess revenue”?
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Inclined block rates:

…



What are the lessons for the future?



Don’t try to fix what ain’t broken
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VS.



What does not work? Market incompleteness

•Past  ̴ investment issue in new generation
•Today  ̴ affordability issue for end users
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Different issues require different solutions
• A different issue: resource adequacy (general)

− Problem: uncertainty when financing new investment 
− Potential solution: capacity remuneration mechanisms

• Another issue: resiliency (e.g., Puerto Rico, Texas)
− Problem: difficult business case to hedge against very low probability high-impact events 
− Potential solution: mandates to tackle underinvestment in resilience

• Another issue: decarbonization (e.g., EU, US)
− Problem: RES initially to expensive to make a business case (innovation spillover)
− Potential solution: feed-in tariffs, CfD auctions, tax credits,…

• The issue here: affordability 
− Problem: insufficient use (and availability) of hedges
− Potential solution: regulatory-led hedging on behalf of (part of the) consumers
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What to do with new access to the network?

Choices

Connection First-come-first 
serve

Auction for 
access

Exposure to 
the price risk Merchant Auction for long-

term hedge

Big issue is not lack of willingness to invest in new capacity (especially renewables) 
but physical network access, NIMBY, permitting,…
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Bundled



• Counterparty: government + market parties (“Pool for LT-contracts”)
• Length: 10-15 years
• Objective: risk sharing while minimally interfering with the short-term dispatch
• Two possibilities (not mutually exclusive):
• Stability CfD: competition for the strike price of CfD -> “Bill/revenue stabilizer”
• Affordability Option: competition for a premium of a call option with a strike price set equal to 

maximum tolerable average electricity price+ leave room for bilateral deals (PPAs etc.) to sell the 
energy-> “Bill protection/revenue cap”

• Volume of the contracts:  “yardstick” approach
• Settlement of the contracts: monthly or alike

Contracts for new (renewable) entrants

• Hard to organize technology-agnostic auctions
• Increased risk for generators but more efficient coordination with spot
• However, higher demand for connections than supply of connections 22



How to engage with existing generation?
• Imposed revenue cap cannot (?) last forever
• Pace of new entrants with contracts protecting the consumer-side might be too 

slow to be ready for a next “shock”

• Proposal: Centralized (regulatory-led) auction for sale of affordability options
o Contract: monthly-settled call option
o Buyer: central entity on behalf of share of consumers deemed to need protection
o Seller: Any market player—technology agnostic but physical and/or financial backup required
o Volume: determined by the seller
o Contract duration: 5-10 years 
o Maximization of competition: 1/ limit demand; 2/coordinate with new entry
o Cost allocation option premium: levy (cfr. RES support but not €/kWh)
o Pay-out: lump sum payment or cheap “energy” block (via predefined key)
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Conclusions



Spoiler: four key Q&A
− What is going on?

· Silence before (another) storm (?)
− What is the issue? 

· Affordability
− What are the current interventions in EU power markets?

· Not great, but could be worse
− What are the lessons for the future?

· Consumer protection needed to avoid shooting the messenger
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